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Animation is an illusion created
by  displaying  still  images  in  a
fast and continuous manner. 

This  is  a  technology  that
depends  on  the  persistence  of
vision.  Anything  that  we  see
persists in our vision for a short
time  (1/16th  of  a  second)  even

after  it  is  removed.  Because  of  this,  when  some  images  appear
continuously one after the other in front of our eyes, the images appear
to move.

Synfig  Studio,  Tupi:  Open  2D Magic,  Pencil  (Free  Software)  Adobe
Flash, Toon Boom, Anime Studio (Proprietary software) are some of the
important applications of animation.
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Design of characters
Character  designing  is  an  important  stage  in  the  making  of  an
animation film. It means bringing characters to life with humanity and
personality. This has a huge role in giving life to the story. Characters
have  to  be  designed  very  carefully.  It  would  be  good  to  take  into
consideration the following things also.
• The appearance of the characters.
• A drawing style that could be easily modified.
• Selecting suitable colours for the images.

Synfig Studio
Synfig Studio is a Free 2- dimensional animation
application.  This  software  was  created  by  Robert  B.
Quattlebaum.  This  application  is  used  to  create
animations by giving movement to the cartoon images in
a 2D canvas. It has versions that can run in GNU/Linux,
Microsoft Windows and Apple Mac OSX.
Open Synfig Studio
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Animation  is  created  by  displaying  images  in  a  continuous  and fast
manner.  These still  images are known technically as frames.  We can
create  an impression of  motion by changing the  position,  shape and
expression  of  the  characters  in  each  frame.  The  naturality  of  the
movements is determined by the number of frames exhibited per second
(Frames Per Second, FPS).
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Open Synfig Studio software.
In order to prepare the night sky in the background, use the Rectangle
Tool, drag and draw a rectangle that fills the entire canvas.
Give a suitable colour to the rectangle using the Fill Tool.
The Star Tool can be used to draw stars. The Fill Tool will be having the
colour given to the sky.

Each  picture  created  in  Synfig  is
called  an  Object.  Each  object  that
we   draw  will  be  included  in  a
separate  layer.  These  are  displayed
in  the  Layers  Panel.  Each  object
appears in this panel in the order in
which  it  is  built.  It  is  possible
through this panel to change the order of the layers, group them, copy
them or delete them.
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For the animation to start from the first frame, ensure that Current
Time is 0f. This is our first key frame.  

Now we  can  start  editing  the  animation.  For that,  activate  animate
editing mode.

Now, we have to fix the 60th frame as the next key frame. For that,
• Enter 60f in Current Time. Then we can see the play-back head in
Time track move to the 60th frame.

• Click on Keyframes in the Parameters panel and make it active.

•Next,  click  Add  New Keyframe in the same panel  and configure
the 60th frame as a key frame.

• Now move the position of the star to the right end of the canvas.
• Click animate editing mode button and end editing.
• Press  the Play  button  and  examine  the  animation  we  have
created. If it is not satisfactory, modify it.
• Save the animation.
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we completed the movement of the star in one direction taking only half
the  time.  Now  what  remains  is  taking  the  star  back  to  its  original
position.
• Activate animate editing mode.
• Enter 120f in Current time.
•Now move the position of the star to the left end of the canvas.
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https://youtu.be/8EuNpmY31mU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EUZPW0RZ0OAx_80i-WNf12ayo-Fc2mmt/view?usp=sharing
http://www.shenischool.in/2020/07/sslc-ict-unit-2-publishing-notes-based.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EUZPW0RZ0OAx_80i-WNf12ayo-Fc2mmt/view?usp=sharing

